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R&D Area 
 

The Minos Underground Areas make an excellent location for the 
research and development for Dark Matter experiments.  It is located 
330 feet below ground with a flat overburden of 225 meters water 
equivalent and low background radiation.   
 
It is during testing of new equipment that a location is needed that is 
not remote, provides easy access, and has the support staff to assist in 
the diagnosis and repair when issues arrive.  Fermilab provides all of 
these. 
 
The primary purpose of the Minos Underground Areas is as a neutrino 
beam line.  MINOS, MINERvA, and now NOvA are experiments that 
have large neutrino detectors underground at Fermilab. Smaller 
neutrino experiments such as Sci-Bath, Peanut, and ArgoNeut have also 
used the neutrino beam. 
 
Some dark matter experiments that have chosen this area as their 
testing location are COUPP, DAMIC, and DM-Ice. 

Facility Facts 
 

• Fermilab is located 40 miles west of Chicago 
• The Minos Underground Areas facility is accessible 24 hours/day 

with minimal training.  
• Networking, power, and other utilities are available. 
• A 15 ton crane is available to lower larger items down the 22 foot 

diameter shaft to the experimental area. 
• The area where test experiments typically reside is upstream  of the 

MINOS detector below the main neutrino beam. 
• The radon level are low (<1 pCi/L). 

 

http://www-numi.fnal.gov/MinosAreas/index.html 

Previous Experiments 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Neutrino experiments 
MINOS and NOvA are neutrino oscillation (disappearance or 

appearance) experiments that have their near detectors at Fermilab 
and the far detectors in Northern Minnesota. Minerva consists of a 

single detector, but with multiple targets, in order to study the 
interactions of neutrinos on atomic neuclei. 

Neutrino Beam 
 

The Fermilab neutrino beam is a 1.3s  
pulsed beam of neutrinos. Neutrinos  
are created when protons collide with a  
target and the resulting pions are  
focused  in the beam direction and  
decay into neutrinos. The majority of  
the neutrinos are contained in the  
central six feet of the beam line and fall  
off in intensity and energy as you move 
off axis. 
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COUPP is a bubble 
chamber experiment 
to look for nuclear  
recoils from dark  
matter.  Acoustical  
signals were used to 
distinguish between  
signals. 

DAMIC uses CCDs  
to look for the signals  
of nuclear recoils  
from dark matter. 

Both COUPP and DAMIC 
after having successfully 
tested their detectors at 
Fermilab have been able  
to upgrade the detectors 
and move to a deeper  
facility. 

http://www-numi.fnal.gov/MinosAreas/index.html
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